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Dear Safety Program Administrators, Stewards, and Influencers,
After a string of record-breaking temperatures, 2022 is expected to be the hottest
summer recorded yet. Coincidentally, the potential for Heat Exhaustion and Heat
Stroke is a greater concern for everyone, and it has become critically important that
UTP‘s potentially exposed workers become proficiently able to recognize Heat Illness
symptoms, and that they know how to effectively respond to these potentially fatal
conditions when minutes count.
This issue provides actionable and easy to follow information, bulletins and posters
that can be shared during job box safety meetings, conspicuously posted in break
areas and on jobsites, next to sign-in sheets, and anywhere and anytime workers are
exposed to “summertime hot” working conditions.
Thanks to everyone for helping UTP inform our workers about Heat Exhaustion and
Heat Stroke symptoms and treatment solutions.
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Ladd Anderson, Safety Spot contributor.
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A Tale of our accidents
The following is a list of incidents and accidents that have occurred in the last several
months.

California: #1– Coworkers were taking down tables when one got stuck. When they were
able to get it down it was very loud and caused pain in his ear.

Oregon: #1– While holding the elevator for people to load, he took a half step
backward and fell off the elevator down the pit while pulling a rack of chairs with him.

Alabama: #1- Employee jammed their finger while unloading trucks.

Texas: #1- After unbolting a beam and putting it on the lift, it shifted and caught

two fingers between it and the lift and crushed two fingers. It fractured the fingers
and two very large lacerations. Employee has been unable to work for two months
already.

Florida: #1– While putting two pieces of decking together employee caught their left
ring finger and caused a laceration needing stitches.

#2- Employee was lifting a subwoofer to the stage and another stagehand pulled it
before he was ready. It ended up pinching his right index and middle fingers breaking
them.

#3– Employee was asked to catch a load bar holding the drums. When the bar was
released, the decking holding the drums fell, pushing her to the ground hitting her all
the way down the left side.

#4 – While the employee was pulling decking from a stack, they missed and smashed
their finger in between the pieces.

#5 – While helping with scenery; he rolled his ankle and fell to the ground. He has a
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We would like to reach as many relevant people as possible with this safety tool.
Please send email addresses of any stewards, safety committee members or other
stagehands who may be interested in receiving the Safety Spot to
julie@utpgroup.com
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bad ankle sprain.

